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Jensen Digital Materials

Imagine™ zirconia can be used for
bridges up to three units and is as
translucent as pressed all ceramic, and
twice the strength of lithium disilicate,
according to JENSEN DENTAL. Jensen XT high-strength zirconia offers
excellent millability, fit and shade fidelity regardless of thickness. It’s ideal for
full-arch, long-span bridges or single
crowns. Jensen PMMA provisional and
wax materials provide sharp, accurate
margins and detailed anatomy. Jensen
Digital Materials are available in 98-mm discs and Lava frames (pre-shaded
XT available in disc only, shades A1-D4).
800-243-2000, 203-239-2090
marketing@jensendental.com
jensendental.com
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Jensen Education Day Offers
Easy-to-Implement Tips

Thomas Sing, MDT, Oral Design, presented a two-hour, handson workshop, Sophisticated and Unpredictable Single Central
Techniques, at Jensen Education Day 2016.
Nearly 200 laboratory owners, managers and technicians filled Jensen Dental’s
Education Day lecture hall at
the Swissôtel in Chicago on
February 26 and an additional
200 attendees joined remotely
via the streaming live webcast.
Now in its 22nd year, attendees
saw a stellar lineup including
Peter Pizzi, MDT; Don Cornell; Dr. Brian Vence; Steve
Anderson; Naoki Aiba, CDT;
Adam Mieleszko, MDT; Jungo
Endo, RDT; Daniele Capoferri, CDT; Luke Hasegawa,
CDT; Skip Carpenter, CDT;
and Thomas Sing, MDT.
Presenters explained the
“how’s and why’s” behind

techniques that technicians
can use every day to grow
their technical, artistic and
business know-how and were
on hand to answer attendees’
questions. In addition, clinicians held focused two-hour
“master class” workshops
during which they shared
full contour zirconia customizing tips, esthetic techniques,
zirconia layering strategies,
photography and shade-taking
insight and much more.
To learn more about other
educational opportunities—
including hands-on courses,
virtual study clubs and educational tip sheets—visit www.
jensendental.com.
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Jensen Dental Holds Fun Giveaway of New Products
If you saw LMT LAB DAY
attendees walking around
with stickers on their lapels,
they were likely competing in
Jensen Dental’s new product
giveaways. Once an hour, an
attendee wearing an ImagineTM
sticker was randomly stopped
and awarded a can of Jensen’s InSync universal spray
glaze, the newest member of
the InSync Paste Stain and
Glaze product line. It offers a
quick application process that
allows more units to be completed with less labor, and also
eliminates a firing cycle since
it’s sprayed directly over set
surface stains. The thin, uniform coat preserves surface
detail and occlusal anatomy
and provides a smooth, glossy,
streak-free surface texture
after firing that enhances natural esthetics. The glaze can

be used on zirconia, lithium
disilicate, metal ceramic and
titanium restorations.
Two sticker-wearing LAB
DAY attendees were also chosen to receive Jensen’s new
Imagine Veneering Ceramic
Kit, which includes 20 powders,
a glaze paste and three liquids
for creating esthetic effects
on minimally layered restorations. The low-firing veneering ceramic, optimized for
use with Imagine Zirconia,
offers low shrinkage, ease of
handling and translucency and
fluorescence that mimic natural teeth. The material is very
stable and won’t diminish in
color or value even after multiple firings. It resists lifting,
tearing and slumping, and can
be used on zirconia, lithium
disilicate, refractory or platinum foil veneers, and titanium

frameworks and abutments.
Jensen also introduced two
five-axis dry mills with a
16-tool automatic changer, a
300-W, 60,000-RPM four-fold
hybrid ceramic bearing spindle, and sealed working chamber to protect working parts.
The Preciso M305-X Mill also
features an eight-disc changer.
The Preciso M205 is a compact
desktop mill with an integrated
drawer that holds extra burs
and six 98-mm discs.
Also new are Jensen XT preshaded zirconia discs, available
in 16 shades (A1-D4). Indicated
for frameworks, monolithic and
single units and full arch restorations, they offer a strength of
1,100MPa, high translucency
and esthetics, and excellent
shade matching.
Call 800-243-2000 or visit
www.jensendental.com.

Among the products Jensen launched at the
show are (from l. to r): Preciso M305-X and
Preciso M205, InSync universal spray glaze and
Imagine Veneering Ceramic Kit.

